Given a rotation of the circle, we study the complexity of formal languages that are generated by the itineraries of interval covers. These languages are regular iff the rotation is rational. In the case of irrational rotations, our study reduces to that of the language complexity of the corresponding Sturmian sequences. We show that for a large class of irrationals, including e, all quadratic numbers and more generally all Hurwitz numbers, the corresponding languages can be recognized by a nondeterministic Turing machine in linear time (in other words, belongs to NLIN).
Introduction
Suppose we are given a topological dynamical system, which means a continuous self-map T of a compact metric space X; let {Co, Cl,. . . C,_,} be a finite cover of X by closed sets, indexed by the finite alphabet (0, 1, . . . , p -1). An itinerary is the sequence of sets of such a cover visited by the trajectory of a point under T -or rather the sequence of their indices. The set of all infinite itineraries for a given cover is a one-sided subshift, and the set of all finite itineraries is the associated language.
Itineraries thus establish a link between dynamics and languages.
To obtain a reasonable theory, one must restrict oneself to the simplest possible closed covers; otherwise the complexity of the obtained languages would be a property of the covers rather than of the dynamics. When X is a symbolic space of the form A" endowed with the product of discrete topologies on each coordinate, clopen partitions,
i.e., partitions into closed-open or clopen sets, seem appropriate [ 10,111. When the space is the unit interval or the unit circle, the suitable covers consist of closed intervals overlapping at most in their endpoints, as in the case of irrational rotations of the circle and the associated Sturmian sequences [2] , or unimodal maps of the unit interval [13] .
Given a class of languages 2, we say that a dynamical system is of class 9 if there exists a separating sequence of open covers, all of them with associated languages in S; the rather technical definition of a separating sequence of covers is given in Section 2. A complexity class of languages is usually defined as the set of languages accepted by some type of abstract machine. Here we consider only nondeterministic machines: one could of course use deterministic ones, but then the computation times would be much greater; in the best case the results would be less striking, and in the worst one we should not be able to prove anything. The basic classes are REG (regular languages), CF (context-free languages), NLIN (languages recognized by a nondeterministic multitape Turing machine in linear time), and REC (recursive languages).
A stronger way for a dynamical system to be related to a language class is the following: suppose that for (X, 7') there exists a finite closed cover (C,), i E A such that for any infinite sequence (in) of symbols of A, f-J,"=, T-"Cin contains at most one element, so that there is a map from the set of infinite itineraries to X. In this case the set of itineraries is called a symbolic representation or extension of (X, T), and if it is of class L! we say that (X, T) admits a symbolic extension of class 2.
An elementary example is that of expansions to the base 2: let X be the unit circle, Dynamists are usually trying to construct nice symbolic extensions of dynamical systems [ 1,2, 131, but there are situations where they are not appropriate tools.
In this article we consider rotations of the circle by a, and we study the computational complexity of languages generated by their itineraries from the point of view of Turing machines, according to arithmetical properties of u.
The first result is a rather natural one: a rotation of the circle is of class REG if and only if it is rational (Proposition 2). This does not mean it has a regular symbolic It is interesting to compare this set of results with some of the properties of /&shifts given in [3] . The b-shift is of class REG when fl belongs to a class of algebraic integers containing the Pisot numbers; on the other hand, whenever fi is rational but not an integer the /'&shift is not of class REG.
We are deeply grateful to Arnoux for some fruitful discussions, to Weiss for pointing out Shallit's article [17] , and to the referee for a multitude of useful suggestions.
Dynamical systems, subshifts and languages
We start with basic concepts from topological dynamics as introduced, e.g., in [6] . We denote by i? the closure of a subset E of a topological space; a set that is both closed and open is called clopen for short.
A dynamical system (X, j') is a nonempty compact metric space X endowed with a continuous self-map f :X +X. The nth iteration 1"'" :X 4X of S is defined inductively by f'(x) =x, f"+'(x) = f(f"(x)).
A point x E X is periodic, if f"(x) =x for some II > 0. The smallest n with this property is called the period of x. A point x E X is ultimutely periodic if it is not periodic but Given a real number c1 E ri, the rotation of the circle by g is the map defined on ?"I by fi(x) =x + E mod 1 (here z = ymod 1 if z E T, and z -y is an integer). Rotations are continuous (in fact, d( f%(x), fa( y)) = d(x, y)), so (ri, fi ) is a dynamical system for every CI. If c1= p/q is a rational number with p, q coprime and q > 0, then every point x E ri is periodic with period q. If c1 is irrational, then (7'i,fa) has no periodic points and it is minimal. Observe that for every pair of real numbers c(, /?, the map ffl:(T~,fa)+(T~,f,) is a conjugacy.
Other dynamical systems we are concerned with are symbolic systems or subshifts. They are closely related to languages, and before defining them we must introduce some language-theoretic definitions and notations. If A is a finite alphabet, n E N = {0,1,2,. . .}, denote by A" the set of words over A of length n, A* = IJnEN A" -the set of finite words over A, AN the set of simply infinite words, and A* = A* U A".
- and v is written uv; denote the nth concatenation power of u by u", and the periodic sequence generated by its infinite repetition by uoo E A". We frequently use the binary 
Then d(a(u),a(v))62d(u,u),
so o is continuous, and (A",a) is a dynamical system; it is called a fill shif.
A subsystem of a full shift is called a subshij't. For instance, the set X = {x E (0, 1)'; ~iEN,x~x;+i#ll}C{O,1} N is a subshift, because it is closed and shift-invariant. Here X is defined by a condition on words: x belongs to X if and only if the word 11 never occurs as a block of two consecutive coordinates. Actually this is a general feature of subshifts. Given a subshift S CAN, define its associated language as
The language 9(S) is right central, i.e., closed under subwords (if u E 9(S) and v 5 u then u E Z(S)) and extendable to the right (if u E Y(S), then there exists a E A such that the concatenation ua is in Z(S)). The converse is true: any right central language is the associated language of a unique subshifi (cf. [4] ). Subshifts are examples of zero-dimensional dynamical systems.
Finite closed covers are a major tool in this article, because they allow one to construct zero-dimensional extensions of dynamical systems. If X is a compact metric space, a jinite closed cover of X is a family Vfl = {IL; a E A} of closed subsets of X indexed on the finite alphabet A, such that the union of all V, is the full space X; these subsets are not necessarily disjoint. The diameter of y' is diam(V) =max{diam( V,); a EA}; the diameter of a set Y GX is diam(Y) = sup{d(y,z); y,z E Y}. A cover V is said to be finer than a cover $V if any element of V is contained in some element of ^II'. We say that a sequence of finite closed covers (Vi), i E N is separating if Vy+i is finer than $7 and limi,, diam(K) = 0.
A clopen partition of a zero-dimensional space is a finite closed cover consisting of disjoint clopen sets. The product space AN has a natural clopen partition
; a E A}; one often considers the separating sequence of clopen partitions
UEA"}.
An interval cover of the circle is a finite cover consisting of at least two closed nondegenerate intervals intersecting at most in their endpoints. Among closed intervals Let (X, f) be a dynamical system and V = { V,; a E '4) be a finite closed cover of X.
Clearly, every V, is a closed set. The inclusion x E V, means that u is an itinerary of x obtained from the sequence of iterates f'(x) by noting for each i a set of the cover to which y(x) belongs. In general, a given point has several itineraries because the sets of the cover overlap. When V is a clopen partition every point has a unique itinerary. Put c%W,f)={u~A*;V,#0},
K#0}.
Then &(X,f) is a subshift and _!&(X,f) is its language. We say that a finite closed cover Y = { I$; a E A} is a generator for (X, f) if for all u E AN, V, contains at most one point. Then the map H :
is a factor map, and (&-(X, f), 0) is called a symbolic extension of (X, f). In the introduction we introduced the example of binary expansions. Another, more complex classical instance is any irrational rotation of the circle, for which any interval cover is a generator; in this case the set of itineraries is a proper subshift.
In particular, when S is a subshift the canonical clopen partition % = { 
Language classes
A language over an alphabet A is any subset L CA*. We distinguish several classes of languages defined by different kinds of computational devices (see [8, 18 or 151) .
A language is regular (REG) if it can be recognized by a (deterministic or nondeterministic) finite automaton. A very close equivalent definition, slightly handier in symbolic dynamics, uses finite graphs. A finite labeled graph over an alphabet A is a quintuple G = (V,E,s, t, I), where V is a finite set of vertices, E is a finite set of edges, s, t : E + V are the source and target maps and 1: E + A is the labeling func--tion (cf. [12, p. 641) . A finite or infinite path in G is any sequence e E E* such that --s(ei)=t(e;_i) for any 0 <i < (el. The label of a path eE E* is l(eo)Z(ei).. . EA*. A right central language L is regular iff it is the set of finite path labels for some finite labeled graph G; then we say that G recognizes L. 
Sturmian sequences and subshifts
Sturmian sequences were in~odu~ed by Morse and Hedlund [14] . Here are some facts about them that are relevant to our purpose. A sequence u E 2" is called A sequence is Sturmian iff it belongs to some S, [2] . Every Sturmian sequence u has a well-defined frequency ,u(u) = lim,,, card{i <n; Ui = 1)/n, and for every * a E N,, p(S,) = (a). If a is infinite, and so (a) is irrational, then S, is exactly the set of Sturmian sequences with frequency tl= (u) and 
This just means that for a = (a), W(u)
is
Rotations of the circle
A rotation of the circle is a dynamical system (ri, jig) where fi(x) =x + tl mod 1 (see Section 2). Now we investigate the language complexity of rotations as defined in rpm/q mod m; there must be two edges from each vertex because of the endpoints of the intervals (see Fig. 1 for the case p = 1, m = q). Thus, (rl, fm) is of class REG.
To show that it is not of class PER, consider any finite closed cover %'" = { I$; a E A}. 
AN, g) + (T,, fE). 0
A rational rotation (Ti, fpi4) is obviously a factor of the subshift S, x {a'(?%); o<i <q}.
Let us now deal with the much more interesting irrational case. First, here is a kind of "lower bound" for the complexity of irrational rotations.
Proposition 3. No irrational rotation of the circle is of class CF.
Proof. We show that every subshift of class CF has a periodic point. Let S&AN be a CF subshift. Since its language 9'(S) is infinite, by the Pumping Lemma ([8, p. 1251) there exists w = uvxyz E 9(S), such that Iv1 + lyl> 1, and uv"xy"z E Z(S) for every n E N. If Iui 3 1, then vo3 ES is a periodic point. If lyl> 1, then yoo ES is a periodic point. Suppose that (Ti, fn) is an irrational rotation and %'" an interval cover such that Yv(Ti, fx) is CF. Since every interval cover is a generator, (Ti, fi) is a factor of Sy(T,, fa), so it contains a periodic point, which is a contradiction.
0

Proposition 4. Let 0 < CI < 1 be irrational, and let Y be any interval cover. Then S-v,(Tl,fa) is afactor of S4Tl,fE).
Proof. Since fp:(Tl,f,)-+(T,,f,)
IS a conjugacy for any /I, we can suppose that We now encode a sequence a, E NT into an infinite sequence U(a) = lao01a'01a20.. . E 2'. We say that a is of class L! if the language {U(a),;; i >O} belongs to 2. Put also u, = laOO.. la-1 As a consequence there exist irrational rotations that are of class REC but not of class NLIN, and some that are not of class REC; this fact relies solely on the existence of numbers with arbitrary continued fraction expansions, and can hardly be connected with arithmetic properties of these numbers.
In [7] it is proved that, while the Grand Sturmian subshift S, is not of class CF, the complement of the associated language is context-free. This shows that for the circle endowed with the identity map (S,, o) is far too complex an extension; actually looking for symbolic representations of the identity map on the circle does not make much sense. Here, we show that S, is of class NLIN; maybe this can be obtained as a consequence of the result of [7] .
Proposition 8. The Grand Sturmian subshift S, is of class NLIN.
Proof. The recognition algorithm for _Y(S, ) repeats several steps.
Step 1: One determines whether u is one of the words OklO', lkO1', (Ol)k or one of their subwords. If so, the algorithm ends with the answer yes, otherwise it continues with Step 2.
Step 2: One determines whether there exists q > 0 such that for every occurrence of 10k 1 in u either k = q or k = q + 1, and neither the initial nor the final segment of u contains more than q zeroes. If the condition is satisfied, the algorithm continues with
Step 3. If not, the same test is performed with zeroes and ones interchanged. If both tests fail, the algorithm ends with the answer no.
Step 3: Every word 041 is replaced by 0, and the remaining O's are replaced by 1. 
REC.
Rather naturally, this open question corresponds to a gap in the theory of continued fraction expansions.
